






X-ray, Optical & Infrared Composite of Kepler's SNR

Kepler’s supernova 1604, d ~ 8 kpc



Chandra x-ray image

Tycho’s supernova 1572, d ~ 2.3 kpc
vs ~ 4600 +/- 400 km/s
Ekin ~ 5*1050 erg



Cassiopeia A

This visualization shows a fly-through of Cas A based on the 3-D representation constructed from Chandra and Spitzer data. It begins with an artists rendition of 
the neutron star previously detected by Chandra. Next, new features unseen in traditional 2-D data sets are visible, including details of how the parent star 
exploded. The green region is mostly iron observed in X-rays; the yellow region is mostly argon and silicon seen in X-rays, optical and infared; the red region is 
cooler debris seen in the infared and the blue region is the outer blast wave, most prominent in X-rays. 



Cassiopeia A

A research team has released a unique look of the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A (Cas A). By combining data from Chandra, the Spitzer Space Telescope, 
and ground- based optical observations, astronomers have been able to construct the first three-dimensional fly-through of a supernova remnant. This 
visualization (shown here as a still image) was made possible by importing the data into a medical imaging program that has been adapted for astronomical 
use. The green region shown in the image is mostly iron observed in X-rays; the yellow region is mostly argon and silicon seen in X-rays, optical and infared 
and the red region is cooler debris seen in the infared. The positions of these points in three-dimensional space were found by using the Doppler effect and 
simple assumptions about the supernova explosion. 





ASCA (Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics)
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Crab Nebula - supernova of 1054
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Cen A



There is nothing subtle about the black hole in the galaxy Centaurus A. First off, it's about 10 million times more massive than the sun, and Chandra's X-ray image shows it's not just sitting 
quietly as a bright point in the middle. Instead, the monster black hole is responsible for powering massive jets, including one that extends to the upper left for some 13,000 light years. 
Radio data also show the effect of these jets far beyond the plane of the galaxy. An image in optical light shows the elliptical galaxy and the dark bands running almost perpendicular to the 
jet. These are caused by dust lanes created when Centaurus A merged with another galaxy, perhaps 100 million years ago. The combination from all of these telescopes shows us just 
how much is really going on in Centaurus A.
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Hillas diagram


